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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a review of the topic of electrical storm in patients with structural heart disease. It 

is comprehensive, generally well written, and well referenced. There are some minor 

typos and grammatical errors.  Some of the sentences are excessively long and should 

be broken up (the paragraph on initial care for example has a long running sentence). 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The paper by dr. Muser et al. is an excellent review paper on the management of the 

electrical storm. I would have only a few considerations for manuscript improvement. 

1.In the introduction, the authors should made more clear that this review is focused 

only on the electrical storm in patients with structural heart disease, since the treatment 

of an electrical storm in other conditions (Brugada syndrome, cathecolaminergic 

polymorphic ventricular tachycardia) can be very different. Alternatively, it would be 

interesting a short paragraph on the possible treatment options also in these other cases. 

2.As pointed out in the second paragraph, reversible causes of electrical storm are 

relatively rare. Nevertheless, they should be excluded in the initial patient evaluation. 

Therefore a table with detailed description of reversible causes would be very useful for 

the readership. Consequently, figure 1 should be modified and the brief list of reversible 

causes in the upper left side of this picture should be deleted in an attempt of 

simplification of this flowchart. Moreover, in this flowchart, it is not clear the meaning of 
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“eliminating reversible factors” in the evaluation of the low risk patients. 3.In the 

paragraph about  sotalol, authors should specify that the only commercially available 

form of sotalol is the d, l form.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The manuscript by Muser et al is a general review on the management of electrical storm 

in patients with structural heart diseases. It is well structured, and covers all the 

management areas of electrical strom. I have no additional comment for this excellent 

paper. 
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